In this paper, the sensitivities of artificial boundary condition (ABC) frequencies to the 10 damages are investigated, and the optimal sensors are selected to provide the reliable 11 structural damage identification. The sensitivity expressions for one-pin and two-pin ABC 12 frequencies, which are the natural frequencies from structures with one and two additional 13 constraints to its original boundary condition, respectively, are proposed. Based on the 14 expressions, the contributions of the underlying mode shapes in the ABC frequencies can be 15 calculated and used to select more sensitive ABC frequencies. Selection criteria are then 16 defined for different conditions, and their performance in structural damage identification is 17 examined with numerical studies. From the findings, conclusions are given. 18
Introduction 21
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is an important subject in today's civil engineering 22
practice. This is particularly true for large scale structures, for example, bridges and high-rise 23 buildings, since severe damages or collapse of these structures will cause not only significant 24 economic loss, but also loss of human lives. Therefore, the interest in the ability to monitor 25 the structures and detect damage at an early stage becomes pervasive. 26 Among many other approaches to structural health monitoring and damage identification, 27 model-based methods, in particular finite element model updating, have attracted extensive 28 attention in the past few decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In such a procedure, the errors in a computational 29 finite element model are corrected by minimizing the discrepancy between the measured 30 and simulated response data. The parameters after updating may serve as indicators of the 31 structural or damage conditions, while the updated FE model as a whole can be used for 32 current and future performance predictions for the structure in question. The most 33 commonly used response data for FE model updating are the dynamic modal data, such as 34 natural frequencies, mode shapes, and to a lesser extent damping. However, in practical 35
conditions, the noise contained in the response data, especially in mode shapes, dictate that 36 only a limited amount of such data as acquired from a physical test may be useful in the 37 actual FE model updating operation [14] [15] [16] . 38
Comparing to the mode shapes, natural frequencies are generally known to be measurable 39 with higher accuracy. However, natural frequencies are not sensitive to local damages. 40 Moreover, since each natural mode has only one frequency, the total number of natural 41 frequencies that can be measured with high quality is always limited [17] [18] . These restrict 42 the ability of using natural frequency alone in relatively complex problems involving a large 43 number of variable parameters. It would be highly desirable if additional modal frequencies 44
can be generated to enhance the frequency dataset in the general damage detection and 45 structural identification field. 46
The concept of perturbed natural frequencies of a structure under different (perturbed) 47 boundary conditions opens up a new avenue where more modal frequency data may be 48 generated for damage identification [19] [20] [21] . The development of the theory of the artificial 49 boundary condition (ABC) methodology, by which the above mentioned perturbed natural 50 frequencies of the structure with additional pin supports could be derived from the 51 incomplete FRF matrix measured from the original structure, as well as the subsequent 52 studies on the effectiveness of such frequencies in structural identification, brings the 53 incorporation of the perturbed natural frequencies a significant step closer to practical 54 applications. Several researches have been devoted to the structural damage identification 55 using ABC frequencies in the last few decades [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . 56
Despite the above advancements, since a large variety of perturbed boundary conditions, or 57
the ABC pin supports, may be configured for the ABC frequencies, appropriate criteria for 58 the selection of better (or more sensitive) ABC frequencies for inclusion in the structural 59 identification or FE model updating need be developed. 60
In this paper, the sensitivities of ABC frequencies to the damages are investigated. For 61 simplicity and without losing generality, only one-pin and two-pin ABC frequencies are 62 employed. In the study, the approach of deriving anti-resonance (one-pin ABC frequencies) 63 sensitivity expression for lightly damped structures is adopted and is extended to two-pin 64 ABC frequencies. On the basis of the expressions of one-pin and two-pin ABC frequency 65 sensitivities, the contributions of the underlying mode shapes in the ABC frequencies can be 66 calculated, and this enables the selection of more sensitive ABC frequencies for FE model 67 updating. Following the basic formulation, numerical studies are then used to examine the 68 performance of the selected ABC frequencies in damage identification of a lightly damped 69 structure. Moreover, the size of ABC frequencies for better identification performance is 70 also studied. Finally, conclusions are given and future work is suggested. 71
Theory of ABC frequency sensitivities 72
2.1 Sensitivity of driving point anti-resonance (one-pin ABC frequencies) and mode shape 73 contributions 74
In modal analysis, the frequency response function (FRF) of an un-damped system can 75 generally be expressed as follows: 76
Where i,j represent positions of the excitation force and the response, respectively. and 79 are the k-th order mode shape at points i and j, respectively, and is the k-th order 80 natural frequency. 81
When the applied force and measured response are at the same position, the corresponding 82 FRF reduces to the driving-point FRF as: 83
(2) 84 According to Mottershead [28] , Eq.(2) can be rearranged as follows: 85
where 87
The driving point anti-resonance frequencies, which are just one-pin ABC frequencies, can be 88 obtained by setting Eq.
(3) to zero, thus: 89 system was used in their study, leading to a simplified expression of the FRF from Eq. (2)  101 with n=2, and the subsequent sensitivity of the anti-resonance is effectively a special case of 102
Eq. (6). 103
Theoretically speaking, based on Eq. (6), it is possible to calculate the contributions 104 ("footprint") of the mode shapes in the driving-point anti-resonance (one-pin ABC) 105 frequency sensitivities. Hanson et al. [29] employed a ratio to represent the mode shape 106 contributions in the sensitivities of the anti-resonances, with the following expression: 107
where C is the relative mode shape contribution ratio, Ω denotes the natural frequency 109 contribution in the anti-resonance (1-pin ABC) sensitivity, and Φ is the mode shape 110 contribution in the anti-resonance (1-pin ABC) sensitivity, 111
The effectiveness of using the ratio in a two-DOF system has been verified with both 114 numerical and experimental studies [29] . Thus, the (1-pin) ABC frequencies that contain a 115 larger mode shape contribution are expected to be relatively more sensitive to damage and 116 hence should be selected for the FE model updating. 117 2.2 Two-pin ABC frequency sensitivity and mode shape contributions 118
The above method of evaluating the anti-resonance (1-pin ABC) frequency sensitivity can be 119 extended to two-pin ABC frequencies, thus Eq. (7) can also be employed to obtain mode 120 shape contributions in the two-pin ABC frequency sensitivities. 121
As described in previous studies [20-21], two-pin ABC frequencies can be obtained by 122
inverting the 2 2× FRF matrix measured at these two pin points, and each element (ABC 123 curve) in the inverted matrix can be used to determine the two-pin ABC frequencies by 124 identifying the singular (peak) frequencies. 125
For simplicity, consider only the first three natural modes in the structural response, the 126 2 2× FRF matrix can then be expressed as: 
The derivative of two-pin ABC frequencies with respect to a variable parameter p can be 142 further expressed as follows: 143
According to Eq. (12) and (13), it can be observed clearly that similar to one-pin ABC 149 frequency sensitivity, the sensitivity of two-pin ABC frequency can also be expressed with a 150 combination of the natural mode shape sensitivities at the same points and the natural 151 frequency sensitivities. 152
The mode shape contribution in the two-pin ABC frequency sensitivities can also be 153 evaluated using Eq. (7), but the values of the mode shape sensitivity and natural frequency 154
sensitivity are now expressed as: 155
(14) 157
In what follows, a numerical case is employed to illustrate the outcome and the soundness 158 of the one-pin and two-pin ABC frequency sensitivities with the above equations, before 159 utilizing them in the process of selecting ABC frequencies for FE model updating. 160
Numerical verification of ABC frequency sensitivities 161
A beam model is used for the numerical verification. Both one-pin and two-pin ABC 162 frequency sensitivities are calculated using equations in Section 2, and these results are 163 compared with those from the direct method, where the ABC frequency sensitivity is 164 calculated using the ABC frequencies of the beam before and after the damage. 165
The beam is tested and simulated to validate ABC frequency sensitivities from above 166 equations. It is 1m long, and the cross section is 50 × 6 mm, and is made of steel. The beam 167
is fully fixed at both ends. The rigidity (EI) of the beam model is slightly tuned from the 168 theoretical value to 162 2 .m N so that its natural frequencies match those from the test 169 beam with the same dimension and boundary condition, allowing for easy comparisons in 170 other aspects where needed, for example, the one-pin and two-pin ABC frequencies are 171 extracted from the test beam and compared to those from the model to verify the accuracy 172 of the experimental extracted ABC frequencies, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 173
The first three natural frequencies from the FE model beam are 29.6Hz, 81.6Hz and 160Hz, 174
respectively. The beam is divided into ten elements, thus nine measurement points can be 175 employed to obtain ABC frequencies, as depicted in Fig It can be seen that the one-pin ABC frequency sensitivities calculated using Eq. (6) compare 194 well with the direct results. The slight difference may be attributed to the fact that only the 195 first few modes are employed to calculate the one-pin ABC frequency sensitivity using the 196 equations. The variation of the sensitivity indicates that the one-pin ABC frequency (first 197 order herein) shows the highest sensitivity when the pin is positioned at point 6, i.e. the mid-198
span. This is explicable as the first order ABC frequency when the pin is in the middle has the 199 highest curvature over segment 3 where the particular damage is located. 200
Next, the sensitivity of two-pin ABC frequencies is examined. The two-pin ABC frequency 201 sensitivities calculated using Eq. (12) and (13) are compared with the direct results of the 202 two-pin ABC frequencies before and after damage. Fig. 4 shows the comparison. Note that 203 numbers in the x-label indicates the two pin positions, for example, "12" means pins located 204 at points 1 and 2. The vertical axis is the sensitivity of squared two-pin ABC frequency shown 205 in Eq. (12). It should be noted that although sensitivities of various two-pin ABC frequencies, 206
including two-pin ABC frequencies with closely located pins and well separated pins, are 207 compared, only sensitivities of adjacent two-pin ABC frequencies are shown in Fig. 4 to cover 208 all the pin locations. 209 
211
It can be observed that the sensitivities evaluated using Eq. (12) and (13) agree well with the 212 direct results. Similar to comparison results of one-pin ABC frequency sensitivity, the 213 difference may be attributed to the fact that only the first few modes are used in the 214 calculation with Eq. (12) and (13). 215
The above comparisons confirm that both one-pin and two-pin ABC frequency sensitivities 216
can be satisfactorily evaluated using equations described in Section 2, which also indicates 217 that these sensitivities are closely correlated with the first few (three herein) natural modes. 218
This paves a way for the proposal of a methodology to select the ABC frequencies to be 219 measured / included in a particular damage identification procedure. 220 4. Selection of optimal ABC frequencies for structural damage identification and numerical 221 validation 222
Selection methodology 223
The sensitivity of an ABC frequency is defined with respect to a particular structural 224 parameter, as expressed in Eq. (6), (12) and (13). For a set of different structural parameters, 225 a set (vector) of ABC frequency sensitivities can be obtained. Therefore, depending upon 226 whether or not prior knowledge about the damage positions is available, the selection 227 method will differ. 228
Selection of ABC frequencies with prior knowledge of damage positions 229
When prior knowledge about the damage (stiffness reduction in particular) positions is 230 available, the selection process is straightforward. The sensitivity of one-pin and two-pin 231 ABC frequencies with respect to the stiffness of the damaged element can be calculated 232
using Eq. (6), (12) and (13), then the mode shape contributions in the corresponding ABC 233 frequency sensitivities can be obtained using Eq. (7). The ABC frequencies which exhibit 234
higher mode shape contributions are selected, subject to a desirable total number, for FE 235 model updating. the selection needs to be based on the overall sensitivity of the ABC frequency with respect 239 to all possible damage positions. 240
Generally speaking, assuming a structure with n elements, for a particular ABC frequency, its 241 sensitivity to a damage (stiffness reduction) in element i is defined as Si, thus in total n 242 sensitivities of the ABC frequency can be obtained, the sensitivity vector S containing these 243 sensitivities can be written as (S1, S2, …, Sn-1, Sn). For each ABC frequency sensitivity, the 244 mode shape contribution index C can be calculated using Eq. (7), thus a vector of index C can 245
be formed as C = (C1, C2, …, Cn-1, Cn). Based on the mode shape contribution vector C, the 246 overall sensitivity of an ABC frequency may be expressed as: 247
where C µ and C σ are mean value and standard deviation of the vector C.
249
With the above index C , the ABC frequencies with higher mean value and smaller standard 250 deviation value will be selected, which means these ABC frequency sensitivities have 251 collectively higher mode shape contributions to all possible damage scenarios. 252
Take the beam with ten elements shown in Fig. 1 as an example. There could be ten possible 253 single damage positions. For each ABC frequency, a sensitivity vector S includes ten 254 sensitivities with respect to elemental stiffness of ten possible positions, which can give ten 255 mode shape contributions in vector C. Subsequently the C value in Eq. (15) can be 256 calculated for the selection of ABC frequencies. 257 The same beam model mentioned above (shown in Fig. 1 ) is used to verify the performance 267 of the selection method in FE model updating. 268
For first scenario with prior knowledge of the damage position, an arbitrary single damage is 269 simulated by a 50% stiffness reduction at the 3 rd element. The candidate ABC frequencies 270 include the first two orders of one-pin ABC frequencies and the first order two-pin ABC 271 frequencies. For comparison, two different sets of ABC frequencies are used for FE model 272
updating. The first set includes ten ABC frequencies having larger mode shape contributions, 273
while the second set includes ten ABC frequencies having smaller mode shape contributions. 274
It should be mentioned that for the present verification, the ABC frequencies are free of 275 noises (no noises added), and thus the difference in the updating results is only attributable 276 to the performance of the selected ABC frequencies. 277
The actual structural damage identification is carried using a genetic-algorithm (GA) 278 powered identification procedure. According to previous studies about GA application [26], 279 in most cases, the probabilities for crossover and mutation can be selected within 0.6-0.9 280 and 0.01-0.02 to achieve reasonable solutions, but a lower crossover probability and higher 281 mutation probability should be used for real coding GA. Therefore, in this study, the 282 probabilities for crossover and mutation are selected as 0.7 and 0.02, respectively. These 283 parameters are listed in the Table 1 . 284 From the updating results shown in Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the performance of the "best" 297 10 ABC frequencies selected by the mode shape contribution criterion is superior over that 298 of the 10 "worst" ABC frequencies. Without the influence of measurement noises, the 299 accuracy of the updating results using the 10 "best" ABC frequencies is almost perfect, with 300 a root mean square error (RMSE) and maximum percentage error (MPE) approaching zero. 301
On the other hand, with the "worst" 10 ABC frequencies, the RMSE and MPE of the updated 302 results are about 11% and 18%, respectively. 303
To further evaluate the effect of the selection method under practical conditions, the 304 computed (exact) ABC frequencies are treated by injecting measurement noises before they 305 are employed in the FE updating procedure. For this purpose, a 1% uniformly distributed 306 random error is added to the ABC frequencies to simulate more realistic ABC frequencies as 307 would be extracted from an experiment. Fig. 7 shows the FE model updating results using 308 noise-contaminated ABC frequencies. For comparison, results using 4 sets of ABC 309 frequencies, ranging from collectively the "worst" to the "best" sets according to the 310 different ABC frequency sensitivity index ( C ) values calculated using Eq. (15), are presented. 311
It should be mentioned that the same number (ten) ABC frequencies is used in each set. The results and comparison further confirm that, even with the inclusion of the 320 measurement noises in the ABC frequencies, the employment of "better" ABC frequencies 321 that contain higher mode shape contributions tends to yield better updating results. When 322 the "worst" set of ABC frequencies with ABC frequency sensitivity value C less than 35 is 323 used, the updated results exhibit errors as large as 15% in terms of RMSE and 25% in terms 324 of MPE. On the other hand, when the "best" set of ABC frequencies is used, the updating 325 results are very good with only about 2% RMSE and 3% MPE. From the results shown in Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the performance of the "best" ten ABC 346 frequencies is clearly and consistently superior over the "worst" ten ABC frequencies. Using 347 the ten "best" ABC frequencies, the maximum RMSE and MPE of updated results are about 7% 348 and 12%, respectively; whereas with the "worst" ten ABC frequencies the maximum RMSE 349 and MPE in the updating results can approach as high as 15% and 35%, respectively. 350
It is worth noting that there exists differences in the updating results for the symmetrical 351 damage scenarios, while theoretical speaking, the updating results for symmetrical cases 352 should be exactly the same. These differences can be attributed to two factors; one is that 353 the added 1% noise in the frequencies may cause variation in the updating results, and 354
another is that the searching path in GA may not be the same in each case, which will also 355
give different updating results. 356
It should be pointed out that in all the above numerical simulations, only a single damaged 357 element has been assumed in each individual case. This is mainly for the convenience of 358 presenting and comparing the results across different damage scenarios. In fact, during the 359 model updating, all elements have been assumed to have variable damage (stiffness) 360 parameters. Therefore, as far as the model updating procedure is concerned, the 361 observations are generally applicable, regardless whether the problem involves just one or 362 multiple damage locations. For illustration, two multiple-damage cases are considered and 363 the updating is performed also using the 'best' and 'worst' ten ABC frequencies, respectively. 364
The results are shown in Fig. 9 . It can be observed that for multiple damage scenarios, the 365 'best' ten ABC frequencies still perform better than the 'worst' ten ABC frequencies. 366 It should be pointed out that in the above numerical examples, ten unknown parameters are 375 updated using only ten ABC frequencies, which is deemed adequate for cross-comparison 376 between the use of different sets of ABC frequencies (with different ranges of the sensitivity 377 results will be carried out in the next section. 379
Investigation of size of ABC frequency dataset in structural damage identification 380
As mentioned in previous sections, there is an optimum range of the amount of modal data 381 to be included in a FE model updating procedure. It is generally understood that the number 382 of modal data should be 2-3 times the number of parameters being updated in order to 383 achieve a satisfactory result [30] . Due to inevitable measurement errors, employing too 384 many modal data could introduce conflicting tendencies during the updating process and 385 thus adversely affect the updating results, and evidences of such phenomenon have been 386
reported in a number of occasions [31] [32] . The use of the rule of "2-3 times" has been 387 adopted in many previous studies [25, 31, 33] . 388
In this section, we shall examine whether the above general observations also apply in the 389 case of using ABC frequencies. Firstly, two groups of twenty ABC frequencies are employed 390 for the model updating; one group includes ABC frequencies with larger sensitivity index ( C ) 391 values, and the other includes ABC frequencies having smaller sensitivity index values. Thus, 392
the two groups are effectively the expanded sets from the cases using 10 ABC frequencies in 393
Section 4. The updating results and their percentage errors are shown in Fig. 10 . stiffness ratio actual condition worst data best data produce better results. However, comparing with the results using ten ABC frequencies ( Fig.  406  8(b) ), increasing to twenty ABC frequencies does not improve the results much further for 407 the case with the "best" ABC frequencies, indicating that the "best" ABC frequencies as 408 selected according to the ABC sensitivity index (mode shape contributions) indeed contain 409 more significant information. On the other hand, increasing to twenty ABC frequencies in 410 the case of the "worst" ABC frequencies does improve the updating results markedly, and 411 this is expected according the "2-3 times" rule mentioned before. In the particular case with 412 ABC frequencies herein, this may be explained by the fact that, although the ABC 413 frequencies with a smaller index contains less (sensitive) mode shape information, by 414 increasing the number of ABC frequencies, the overall mode shape information gets 415 enhanced. 416
Next, we shall examine the updating results when too many ABC frequencies are involved. 417
For this purpose all 54 ABC frequencies, including one-pin ABC frequencies from the first two 418 modes and two-pin ABC frequencies from the first mode, are employed in the model 419 updating for each damage scenario. Similar to the previous cases, 1% uniformly distributed 420 random noises are added to ABC frequencies to simulate measurement errors. Fig. 11 shows 421
the results in terms of the RMSE and MPE from using 20 ABC frequencies having larger index 422 values and using all 54 ABC frequencies. 423 424 Figure 11 Updating results using different numbers of ABC frequencies 425 It can be found clearly that by further increasing ABC frequencies for the model updating, 426 results do not show appreciable further improvement. In fact, some results using all 54 ABC 427 frequencies exhibit even larger RMSE and MPE errors than those using 20 ABC frequencies, 428
for example in damage scenarios 4,5,6,7 and 8. 429
The detailed accuracy profiles will understandably vary as the level of measurement errors 430 (herein assumed 1%) in the ABC frequencies and structural setting vary. However, the 431 results presented above tend to suggest that with ABC frequencies, the general rule on the 432 amount of modal data to be included in the FE model updating still holds. In order words, 433 when employing ABC frequencies in practice (containing some normal level of measurement 434 noises) for model updating, the number of ABC frequencies should be kept about 2-3 times 435 of the number of unknown parameters in order to achieve an effective and efficient FE 436 model updating process. 437
Conclusions 438
In this paper, the sensitivities of ABC frequencies to damage (stiffness reduction) are studied. 439
On this basis, a methodology for the selection of ABC frequencies in a finite element model 440 updating / damage identification procedure is proposed to achieve the reliable identification 441 results. 442
For this purpose, the existing anti-resonance (one-pin ABC) frequency sensitivity expression 443 is extended to formulate the two-pin ABC frequency sensitivity expression, which includes 444 the contributions of the natural frequencies and mode shape coordinates at the pin 445
locations. Numerical examples demonstrate that the ABC sensitivity formulas for both one-446 pin and two-pin ABC frequencies match closely the actual sensitivities as calculated directly 447 from the changes of the respective ABC frequencies corresponding to a particular damage. 448
The mode shape contribution (ratio) in the ABC frequency sensitivity is adopted as a 449
classifying criterion for the selection of the ABC frequencies in a FE model updating 450 procedure, such that those with higher mode shape contributions are employed, subjected 451 to a desirable number limit. 452
Numerical studies on the above proposed selection criteria are carried out for different 453 damage scenarios, with or without prior knowledge about damage positions. Results 454 demonstrate that in both situations, the ABC frequencies selected using the proposed 455 criterion consistently give rise to better updating results. Furthermore, it is verified through 456 numerical studies that the general rule regarding the number of modal data to be included 457 in a FE model updating procedure, i.e., being 2-3 times of the number of unknown 458 parameters, also applies in the case with ABC frequencies. 459
